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Today, time-based billing remains the 
standard billing practice amongst lawyers. 
However, the legal services market is always 
evolving, and many small law firms are now 
deciding to transition to a fixed fee model. 
The billable hour leaves the client in a zone 
of uncertainty because they don’t know how 
much they will end up needing to pay.

A few years ago, Clarissa Rayward’s law 
firm, The Brisbane Family Law Centre, 
made the shift from time-based billing 
timesheets to fixed fees. They now operate 
solely on fixed and value pricing. After years 
of troubleshooting, Clarissa now shares 
how her tips to fixed fee pricing with ease 
and confidence. But the challenge for most 
lawyers is knowing where to start.

Introduction
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What is fixed fee billing?

Fixed fee billing is when the law firm prices its services at a 
fixed rate regardless of the amount of time spent working on 
the matter. Fixed fee law firms price their services based on 
internal metrics, rather than the billable hours/units it takes 
to perform a service. Fixed fee services can be billed before or 
after the services are delivered.

"With fixed fees, you can manage your law firm clients’ 
expectations on legal billing. When the client and lawyer 
can agree on the value of a service, everyone wins. And 
potentially more referrals from a happy client."

Clarissa Rayward, Owner,
The Brisbane Family Law Centre
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Why toss the timesheets? 

Time-based billing models tend to 
focus more on the ‘input’ (the time 
taken) rather than the ‘output’ (the 
ultimate result). 

However, there are still many 
benefits of leveraging time tracking 
software, even if you charge fixed 
fees. Smokeball AutoTime, for 
example, takes into account all 
staff’s time and activities and gives 
you an accurate view of profitability. 

You can see where your time is spent 
and the true cost of performing the 
work for each client. Over time you 
will see which clients and practice 
areas are the most profitable - so 
you can optimise your practice.

Fixed fee agreements are appropriate in transactional type 
matters and where matters follow their usual course. Fixed fee 
agreements are largely used in the following areas:

,





Are fixed fees suitable  
for all matters?

Conveyancing

Family law (e.g., divorce, parenting orders, 
property settlements).

Wills and Estate Planning



https://www.smokeball.com.au/features/automatic-time-tracking
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Tips for getting started 
with fixed fee pricing

Start with a small predictable project

Creating a predictable project or workflow will help map out 
the necessary sequence of activities and responsibilities to 
complete a project.

For example

Within the practice of Family Law, Application for Divorce – a 
consent order. Where a family has reached an agreement 
around property settlement, and it’s been documented into the 
necessary court order. 

The process is standard and predictable. Other examples 
include a will, probate, and powers of attorney. There will always 
be variables, but there is always a standard process when it 
comes to building these documents.

https://www.smokeball.com.au/practice-area/family-law-software


Build your workflow

Your legal workflow sets out all the steps that will be involved in completing the predictable project. Map out the process 
involved with everything from intake to execution. Ask yourself: are there areas where you could streamline certain steps? Are 
there aspects of the project that you could delegate to staff or other less experienced lawyers?

Example workflow model



SETTLEMENT
DOCUMENTS

NEGOTIATE

MEDIATE

ARBITRATE

LITIGATE



SET YOUR 
PLAN

Meet with our team 
to get your financial 

settlement plan.



GET THE 
DATA

We will help you gather 
and understand the 
financial information  

you need.



BUILD YOUR 
PROPOSAL

Now you have the 
information, it is time to 

build your settlement 
proposal.
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Prepare your documents

When it comes to pricing situations, there are requirements 
that you must meet through the Law Society that you are a part 
of along with different legislations, which will vary depending 
on the practice area. For example: 

Smokeball offers a faster and 
more reliable way to prepare legal 
documents. 

Using robust Microsoft Word and 
PDF automation, all your firm 
documents automatically pre-
populate with matter information 
already saved in Smokeball 
software, saving you time and 
eliminating errors from inaccurate 
drafting.

o

'



Cost Agreement – this provides greater 
transparency and budget planning. The client 
knows what services will be provided and at 
what cost.

Fixed Fee Pricing Scope – identifying the 
‘what’s next’ if different to the original scope in 
the agreement.

Client Communication – the important legal 
documents and forms produced to manage 
the matter in hand.



https://www.smokeball.com.au/features/legal-document-automation-and-management
https://www.smokeball.com.au/features/legal-document-automation-and-management


Pick your price

There are two common ways people approach pricing. Firstly, 
consider the past. Gather law firm data for the last few years 
and examine what your clients have paid for every item. This 
will give you an average price insight.

Data is your new best friend. Your historical data will show, 
how much each matter cost clients in the past and what has 
it meant for the business. Ask yourself, how much does it cost 
to run the business, and what will that mean in terms of the 
number of clients your law firm will need to bring in. This will be 
your magic number.

Alternatively, plan for the future and assess the market. Consider 
what price is fair and what your clients are willing to pay.

""We are primarily a fixed fee firm; we work on matters 
that are both privately funded and legally aided. For 
private matters, AutoTime lets me know exactly how 
much time we are spending on an individual matter.  
Over time I can recognise patterns and decide whether 
we need to increase or reduce our fees." 

Jodi Allen, Director, 
Allen & Searing Criminal Lawyers
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Track it all

Accurate tracking is the basis of your 
historical data moving forward. This will help 
you understand if you have charged enough, 
factored in any challenges met, and will help 
you review the effectiveness of your fixed 
pricing.

Tracking performance and profitability can 
seem like an impossible task for a busy 
small law firm owner. The automatic time 
and activity tracking in Smokeball practice 
management software takes into account 
all staff’s time and activities and gives you an 
accurate view of profitability.

Fixed Fee family law firms, conveyancers or other legal 
businesses can see where time is spent and the true cost of 
performing the work for each client. The dashboard provides 
incredible insights into the actual amount of work performed 
for each client. Over time you will see which clients and practice 
areas are the most profitable - so you can optimise your practice.
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Discover the 
Smokeball difference
The transition from hourly billing to fixed fee pricing is 
well underway and will continue as the legal economy 
changes. Law firms that prioritise client satisfaction and 
are willing to adapt to a changing legal climate, are seeing 
a huge opportunity to gain an advantage in an increasingly 
competitive market.

Smokeball software provides fixed fee law firms with all the 
tools to run a successful practice including, document and 
email management, Law Society approved billing and trust 
accounting, shared tasks and workflows, secure messaging 
and file sharing, automated practice area-specific legal forms, 
and is backed with the best client support in the industry.

To discover why over 2,500 law firms trust Smokeball for all their 
legal practice management needs, book a free customised 
software demonstration.

BOOK YOUR FREE DEMO 
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